If K and L are mutually dual closed convex cones in a Hilbert space H with the metric projections onto them denoted by P K and P L respectively, then the following two assertions are equivalent: (i) P K is isotone with respect to the order induced by
Introduction
For simplicity let us call a closed convex cone simply cone. Both the isotonicity [8, 9] and the subadditivity [1, 13] , of a projection onto a pointed cone with respect to the order defined by the cone can be used for iterative methods for finding solutions of complementarity problems with respect to the cone. Iterative methods are widely used for solving various types of equilibrium problems (such as variational inequalities, complementarity problems etc.) In the recent years the isotonicity gained more and more ground for handling such problems (see [16] , [3] and the large number of references in [3] related to ordered vector spaces). If a complementarity problem is defined by a cone K ⊂ H and a mapping f : K → H, where (H, ·, · ) is a Hilbert space, then x is a solution of the corresponding complementarity problem (that is, x ∈ K, f (x) ∈ K * and x, f (x) = 0, where K * is the dual of K), if and only if x = P K (x − f (x)). Thus, if f is continuous and the sequence x n given by the iteration x n+1 = P K (x n − f (x n )) is convergent, then its limit is a fixed point of the mapping x → P K (x − f (x)) and therefore a solution of the corresponding complementarity problem. A specific way for showing the convergence of the sequence
is to use the isotonicity [8, 9] or subadditivity [1, 13] of P K with respect to the order induced by the cone K. In finite dimension the isotonicity (subadditivity) of P K imposes strong constraints on the structure of K (K * ). If P K is isotone (subadditive), then K (K * ) has to be a direct sum of the subspace V = K ∩(−K) (V = K * ∩(−K * )) with a latticial cone of a specific structure in the orthogonal complement of the subspace V (see [6, 10, 13] ). There exist cones of this type which are important from the practical point of view, such as the monotone cone (see [6] ) and the monotone nonnegative cone (see [4] ). For Euclidean spaces the authors of [13] showed that P K is isotone with respect to the order induced by K if and only if P L is subadditive with respect to the order induced by L, where K and L are mutually dual pointed closed convex cones. If K is also pointed and generating, then the isotonicity of P K with respect to the order induced by K implies the latticiality of the cone in Hilbert spaces as well (see [7, 8, 9] ). The main result of this paper states that P K is isotone with respect to the order induced by
, where K and L are mutually dual pointed closed convex cones of a Hilbert space, thus extending the result of [13] . This result also implies that if K is a pointed generating cone in a Hilbert space such that P K is subadditive with respect to the order induced by K, then it must be latticial. The latter two results have been already proved in Euclidean spaces (see [13] and [10] ), but they were open until now in Hilbert spaces, except for the particular case of a Hilbert lattice [12] . Although originally motivated by complementarity problems, recently it turned out that the isotonicity and subadditivity of projections are also motivated by other practical problems at least as important as the complementarity problems such as the problem of map-making from relative distance information e.g., stellar cartography (see www.convexoptimization.com/wikimization/index.php/Projection on Polyhedral Convex Cone and Section 5.13.2 in [4] ) and isotone regression [6] , where the equivalence between two classical algorithms in statistics is proved by using theoretical results about isotone projections. We remark that our proofs are essentially infinite dimensional and apparently there is no easy way to extend the methods of [13] to infinite dimensions. The paper [6] shows that investigation of the structure of cones admitting isotone and subadditive projections is important for possible future applications. The proofs presented here also provide a more elegant way of proving the results of [13] . However, the difference is that they do not contain the proof of the latticiality of the involved cones. (For pointed generating cones in Hilbert spaces this is the consequence of the main result in [7] .)
The structure of this note is as follows: After some preliminary terminology we intro-duce the main tools for our proofs the Moreau's decomposition theorem (i.e., Lemma 1) and the lattice-like operations related to a projection onto a cone and then we proceed to showing our main result.
Preliminaries
Let H be a a real Hilbert space endowed with a scalar product ·, · and let . the norm generated by the scalar product ·, · . Throughout this note we shall use some standard terms and results from convex geometry (see e.g. [17] ).
Let K be a closed convex cone in H, i. e., a nonempty closed set with tK
The convex cone K defines a pre-order relation (i.e., a reflexive and transitive binary relation) ≤ K , where x ≤ K y if and only if y − x ∈ K. The relation is compatible with the vector structure of H in the sense that x ≤ K y implies tx + z ≤ K ty + z for all z ∈ H, and all t ∈ R + . If ⊑ is a reflexive and transitive relation on H which is compatible with the vector structure of H, then ⊑=≤ K with K = {x ∈ H : 0 ⊑ x}. If K is pointed, then ≤ K it is antisymmetric too, that is x ≤ K y and y ≤ K x imply that x = y. Hence, in this case ≤ K becomes an order relation (i.e, a reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric binary relation). The elements x and y are called comparable if x ≤ K y or y ≤ K x.
We say that ≤ K is a latticial order if for each pair of elements x, y ∈ H there exist the lowest upper bound sup{x, y} (denoted by x ∨ y) and the uppest lower bound inf{x, y} of the set {x, y} (denoted by x ∧ y) with respect to the relation ≤ K . In this case K is said a latticial or simplicial cone, and H equipped with a latticial order is called a Riesz space or vector lattice.
The dual of the convex cone K is the set
The set K * is a closed convex cone. If K is a closed cone, then the extended Farkas lemma (see Exercise 2.31 (f) in [2] ) says that (K * )
* and L * = K. For the closed cones K and L related by these relations we say that they are mutually dual cones.
If K is self-dual, then it is a generating, pointed, closed convex cone.
Let K be a closed convex cone and ρ : H → H a mapping. Then, ρ is called
Denote by P D the projection mapping onto a nonempty closed convex set D of the Hilbert space H, that is the mapping which associates to x ∈ H the unique nearest point of x in D ( [18] ):
Next, we shall frequently use the following simplified form of the Moreau's decomposition theorem [11] :
Lemma 1 Let K and L be mutually dual cones in the Hilbert space H. For any x in K we have x = P K x − P L (−x) and P K x, P L (−x) = 0. The relation P K x = 0 holds if and only if x ∈ −L.
Let K and L be mutually dual cones in the Hilbert space H. Define the following operations in H:
Assume that the operations ⊔ K , ⊓ K , ⊔ L and ⊓ L have precedence over the addition of vectors and multiplication of vectors by scalars.
If K is self-dual, then ⊔ K = ⊔ L and ⊓ K = ⊓ L and we arrive to the generalized lattice operations defined by Gowda, Sznajder and Tao in [5] , and used by our paper [14] .
A direct checking yields that if K is a self-dual latticial cone, then
We shall simply call a set M which is invariant with respect to the operations
The following Theorem greatly extends Lemma 2.4 of [16] and since it can be shown very similarly to Theorem 1 of [15] (i.e., the corresponding result in Euclidean spaces), we state it here without proof. Theorem 1 Let K ⊂ H be a closed convex cone and C ⊂ H be a closed convex set. Then C is K-invariant, if and only if P C is K-isotone.
The main result
Theorem 2 Let K, L be mutually dual closed convex cones in a Hilbert space H. Then, the following two statements are equivalent:
Proof.
(i) =⇒ (ii): From Theorem 1, it follows that K is K-invariant. From the definition of the K-invariance it is easy to see that K is also L-invariant. Hence, by using again Theorem 1, it follows that P K is L-isotone. Now let x, y ∈ H be arbitrary. From Lemma 1, we have x + y ≤ L P K (x) + P K (y), because
Hence, by the L-isotonicity of P K , we have P K (x + y) ≤ L P K (P K (x) + P K (y)) = P K (x) + P K (y), which means that P K is L-subadditive. Thus, by using Lemma 1, we get P L (x + y) = x + y + P K (−x − y) ≤ L x + y + P K (−x) + P K (−y) = x + P K (−x) + y + P K (−y) = P L (x) + P L (y), which is equivalent to the L-subadditivity of P L .
(ii) =⇒ (i): Let x ≤ L y. Then, y − x ∈ L and therefore, by the L-subadditivity of P L and Lemma 1, we get
Hence, P K is L-isotone and therefore Theorem 1 implies that K is L-invariant. From the definition of the K-invariance it is easy to see that K is also K-invariant. Therefore, by using again Theorem 1, it follows that P K is K-isotone. ✷
